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: Sequence-cow: ing and countabllr biquotient mapping.s are studied and used to 
charactehe sequential, l%Get, strong accesability, strongly FnZchet, and stroni;Iy &spaces. 
A sequemxxovering m?pping has a definition analogous to that of ai compact-covering map- 
ping, while a countabi, b*quotient m upping is. a weakening of a b&quotient mapping. Strong 
accessibility, strongly Fr&het, and strcngly &spaces, each generalizations of first countabgity, 
are also studied. 
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xterizations of some Hausdorff spa(:es were given in 
t-covering mappings. re we introduce the concept 
J sequence-covering mapping with a d itlon completely analogous 
to that of a compact-covering mapping. Using this clxxept and some 
concepts, we have the followtig theorems. 
a sequential space i ly if) every sequence +:overing mappin 
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giving characterizations of sevel:a! spaces. All spaces a assumed Haus- 
dorff and a mappirlg f : X-+ Y is always a continuous u&ction. For the 
definitions of mappings not givfzn here and for some t&grouxd refer 
to [ 111. The set of positive integers is denoted by N. The authc? wishes 
to thank the referee and Dr. Pail1 Meyer for their helpful suggestions. 
I 1. Stron& Frkhet and stmngl;y k’-spaces 
&xt Michael has recently [ 101 introduced the concept of a bi- 
sequential $pace as a generalization of a fust-countabIe space. A space 
X is b&sequential if, whenever 91s is a filter base in X with a cluster 
point x, then there exists a countable filter base (3 in X which converges 
+o x and 311 of whose elements intersect all elements of 38. If the deli- 
nition of a bi-sequential space is modified by restricting 9 to t)e a 
countable filter base, the resulting concept, which Michael calls count- 
sbly by-sequen da1 I), is equivalent o the foliowing. 
I. 1. Defini6on. A space X is strongly Fdchet if \,vhenever (A, In +E N) 
is a decreasing sequence of sets in X and x is a pcint which is in the 
closure of each A,, n E IV, then for each M E N there exists an x, E A, 
such that the seque,nce x, --f x. 
A Frkchet space, by definition, is a space satisfyin; tiefiCtion 1.1 
but with all the sets A, being equal. A strongly FrCchet space clearly 
satisfies the following condition. 
1.2. Definition. A space X is strongly k’ if whenever (A, 11~ E Iv) is a 
decreasing sequence of sets in X and x is a point which is in the closure 
of each A,, n E N, then there exists a compac: set K such that 
.Y E cl(K I-I A,) for each n E N. 
A k’-space, by definition, is a :;pace satisfying Definition 1.2 but with 
all the sets A, being equal. A loc4ly compact space is a strongly k’- 
space by the following characterization. 
1.3. Proposition. A space X is locally compact iff whenever ~4 is a col- 
lection of sets in X ;l~d x is a poirlt which is in the closure of A for each 
1) The author would like to forego his name! sfr~~~‘y l+&het, inpreference to Michael’s name 
countably bi-sequentil. 
a collection af sets d x a point in the 
open neig~.borhood f x 
hen for any open neighborhood 6 of x, 
.Thusx~ cl(Kn A)f’oreachAE d. 
:;uch that x E cl(A). there exists a compact set K 
en x E Int (K), for if not, 
then x E cl(X - K). Thus X - K E S& So x E cl(K n 
empty. 
In a space in which each point is a G, , strongly I&’ and 
FrCchet are equivalent. 
Let X be a strongly k’-space in which each point is a G, , and 
let (A, in E Nfi be a decreasing sequence of sets having a point x in 
the closure of each A,. Then the-e exists a compact set K such that 
x E cl(K n A,) for n E N. The subspace K is first countable <it is known 
,and easy to verifiy that a compact space in which each point is a G, is 
first countable), and thus strongly FrCchet. Since x is in the K-closure 
of K n A, for each n, there exists x, E K n A;, , such that x, + x in K, 
and so also in X. 
1 S. Definition. A space X is a strong accessibility space if whenever 
(A,i 1 n E N) is a decreasing sequence of sets in X and x is a limit point 
of A, for each N E l?, then there exists a closed set C such that x is a 
limit point of C but, for each n E N, x is not a limit point of C-A,. 
An accessibility space i 131, by definition, is a space satisfying Defi- 
nition I .5 but with all the sets A, being equal. It is easy to see that a 
strongly Fr&het space is strong accessibility. Immediate corollaries to 
theorems in section 4 (Theorems 4.4,4.1,4.3,4.6) and in [ 111 (Theo- 
rem 2.1) are: (a) A space is strongly Frechet iff it is strong accessibility 
and sequential. (A space is sequential if every set U having the property 
that every sequence convergir,g to a point in U is eventually in 27, is 
open.) (b) strong accessibility k-space is strongly k’. (A space is a 
k-space if a set is closed iff 9s intersection with every compact set is 
closed.) Notice that strongsry FrlSchet and strong aceessi hty are here- 
perties, while strongly k’ is a closed heredita 
diagram summarizes the relations between the 
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1.6. Exampic. A strongly Fr&het space which is not bi-sequential (as- 
suming the existence of measurable cardine!s). 
Let X be the one-point compactification of a discrete space whose 
cardinality is a measurable cardinal. It is easy to see that this space is 
strongly Frechet. Michael has communicated to the author a proof that 
X is not bi-sequential. 
1.7. Cxan:_vZe. A strongly k’-space:, in fact compact, which is not accessi- 
bility and is I_ 7t sequential. 
Let X be [O, 521, the space of ordinals less I han or equal to the first 
uncountable ordinal with the order topology. Then X is compact and so 
strongly k’, but X is not a sequential space. Michael 19, Example 8.51 
has exhibited a quotient but non-pseudo-open mapping onto the space 
X, thus X is not an accessibility space [ 131. 
1.8. Example. A Frechet space mhieh is not strong accessibility and is 
not strongiy k’. 
Let X be the space of real numbers with the integers identified to a 
point. Then X is a Frechet space, thus a k/-space, but X is not strongly 
k’. In addition, though X is an accessibrlity space, it is not a strong ac- 
cessibility space since if it were r:hen it would be strongly Frechet. 
1 .S), Example. A strong accessibility but non-k-space. 
Let-X be t:he subspace of PN izonsistinfi of N and one other point, u, 
of’ /W-N. Eqluivalently { 5 ] , let Q be a free ultrafilter on N, X 2. NW (a) 
(where o 4 Al), and let neighborhoods of u be sets of the form U U ((I} 
for U f % m Then X is not a k-space because ach compact subset of X 
is finite, thus N is a non-closed set h;fving its intersection with each com- 
pact set closed. But X is a strong accessibility space. For if (A, 1 n E N ‘j 
is a decreasin,g sequence of sets in X with a point x being a limit point 
01’ each A,, t.ha~ x = CT. Notice thst because W is an ultrafilter, each 
cardinal? 
overri 
Analogous to the definition of a compact-covzring mapping we m 
the definition. 
2.1. ition. A mapping f : X+ Y is sequence-covering if whenever 
EY, is a sequence in Y converging to i3 point JJ in Y, there exists a se- 
quence of points X, E f-‘Q,) for M E N, and x E f-l(y) such that 
espite their defmitions, compact-covering and sequence-covering 
mappings are not closely related as will be seen from the examples be- 
low. We first examine some of their properties, leaving the routine veri- 
fication of the following propositions to the reader. 
2.2. osition. Let f: X-, Y and g : Y-t 2. 
a) If f and g are sequence-covering, then f~ g is sequence-covering. 
b) If fo g is sequence-cclverirg, then g is sequence-covering. 
product (finite or infinite) of sequence-covering 
uct space to a factor ace is both corn=- 
ing defined on ;a first count- 
An open rnap~~~ onto a compact medic space wh 
e~~e-~ove~~~. 
be the space of 
hood of 0 contains 
ite (complements of fkite) sets ~o~t~~~~ 
edbyf(p7a,n)=nif(m,,“t)ENXNand 
Eindeliif accessibiEity space, V is a com- 
~e~~~e~cove~~. 
2.6. Exa?npli?. hich is perfect and compact-coveri 
no!: sequence- compact metric ,_domain a d range. 
Let X be tbe disjoint union of two copies of the sequence (I/n) in 
the real line wits itls ~i~~~‘~ 
e concept of a countably i-quc Sent mapping was introduced by 
i]12] anddefinedin [ll]. ecalling the definition, a mapping 
is countably bi-quotient if for each y in Y ;nd for each in- 
open cover { Un In E N} of f-l(y) there ex:cits an fl such that 
y E Int f(Q). Notice that a countable &quotient mapping is just a 
weakening of a biquotient mapping, and notice that a countabiy bi- 
quotient mapping is pseudo-open. A countably’biquotient mapping is 
Y-hereditary (i.e., if f : X + Y is cow tably hi-quotient and Y’ c Y, then 
f 1 f-1( Y’) is countably biquotient), and if f restricted to a subspace of 
the domain is a countably bi ing onto Y, thenf is slso 
countably biquotient. If IBdyf-l(y) is LindeMf for eachy E Y, then f 
is biquotient iff f is countably biquotient. 
3.1. Example. A countnbly biquotient but non-biquotient mapping 
with locally compact metric domain and compact metric range. 
et f be the mapping de ned in Example 2.7. By Theorem 4.4, 
will follow, this mapping is countably bi-quotient, and it is easy 
to see that f is not a biquotient mapping. Thus this mapping satisfies 
one of the sets of conditions in the chart of examples in [ 111. 
Also notice that because he mapping fof Example 3.1 is not Lii- 
uotient, there exists a space Z such that f X iz is 
e identity mapping on 2 (I-Iaje 
s the product of two countabl 
pings need not even be quotient. 
able filter base in Y 
ountably dor-spact do as the natural mapping 
other case being sim- 
am a strongly F-space 
decreasing -equcnce 
for each x f f-l(u) there is an integer p;1 such that 
exists an x as s 
s 
echet space iff every sequence -covering mapping 
n the above proof the mapping here is pseudw 
o-open image of a metric space and so Frechet. 
r the “if”, since Y is sequential, if f : X+ Y is sequence-c;s‘Jeri!lg, then 
fis also an accessibility space [ 131, thus f is pseudo-open. For a direct 
proof of the “if”, let y be a point in Y and U >~n open neighborhood 
of f-l(y) such that y 4 Int f(u). Then y E cTI( f(U)). So there exists 
a sequence (v,,} in Y -f(U) converging to ~1 us there exists a se- 
quence {x,} and a point x in X such that x, E f-l(y,) for all ~2, 
+ x. So x, 4 U for all n. 
set U, so {x,} is eventua 
4.3. Y is a strong accessibility space iff every quotient map- 
ping onto Y is countably b&quotient. 
) such that y 4 Int f(Unj for all yt E N. Let 
each w, then y E cl@,) -A, (we may assume ach 
taipled. Let his closed set C be cl(f(E)) n cl(w { ?_I,, [n c N) ). Then for 
each JI E IV, p is not A, l rrhus, by sumption, y is 
ml: a Bhit point of t point off@ 
.3 answers Problem 
is countably b&quotient. 
ocally compact) metric 
ut Y is also a st 
above statements in order to obtain character- 
and first countable spaces. 
The following theorem is related to those in [ 1 Z i 9 and answers Prob- 
iem 5 in that paper. 
4.6. . The following are equivalent. 
a) Y is a strongly J&space. 
b) Every compact-covering map ing onto Y is countably biquotient. 
countably bi-quotient age of a paracompact, locally com- 
pact space. 
roof. Let Y be a strongly k’-space, f : X+ Y compact-covering, y a 
Y and ( U” 1 PI E N > an increasing open cover off-’ (y) such 
Int f(WJ for all rt E N. Then y E cl(Y - f(t&)) for all n. Thus 
there exists a compact set K in Y such that y E cl(K n (Y -f(Q))) = 
cu - f(U’)) for each ~2. Since f is compact-covering, there exists a 
compact set L in X such that f(L) = By. So y E cl(K -f(Q)) = 
cl(f(L) - f(U,)) c cl(f(L - U,,)) =f(L - U,) for each pz. (Note that 
f(L _- Un) is closed since L - Un is compact.) So there exists 
is contained in 
be a space such tjrzat every compact-covering map- 
Fhznk Siwiec, Setpence<oveting and countably biquotient 
That a space Y is locall mpact iff every compact 
onto Y is bi~uotient [ 11 orem 2.4) may be 
that cf Theorem 4.6 by using the characterizatio 
e also note that the “‘if” of The 
repositions 2.10 an 
the “only if” of Theorem L 
eorem 2. I b] . Franklin (as well as 
er authors) discuss genertiizations of seque%&l, Fr6chet and related 
spaces. Theorems of a nature similar to those in this paper, with almost 
identical proofs, may be obtained r some of these spaces. As an ex- 
ample, a space Y is m-sequential ( yer) iff every m-net-covering map- 
ping (m rt fers to the cardinality of the directed set of the net) onto I’ 
is qiiotaent. 
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